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Abstract

Real-world adversarial physical patches were shown to
be successful in compromising state-of-the-art models in a
variety of computer vision applications. Existing defenses
that are based on either input gradient or features analy-
sis have been compromised by recent GAN-based attacks
that generate naturalistic patches. In this paper, we pro-
pose Jedi, a new defense against adversarial patches that
is resilient to realistic patch attacks. Jedi tackles the patch
localization problem from an information theory perspec-
tive; leverages two new ideas: (1) it improves the identi-
fication of potential patch regions using entropy analysis:
we show that the entropy of adversarial patches is high,
even in naturalistic patches; and (2) it improves the local-
ization of adversarial patches, using an autoencoder that
is able to complete patch regions from high entropy ker-
nels. Jedi achieves high-precision adversarial patch local-
ization, which we show is critical to successfully repair the
images. Since Jedi relies on an input entropy analysis, it is
model-agnostic, and can be applied on pre-trained off-the-
shelf models without changes to the training or inference of
the protected models. Jedi detects on average 90% of ad-
versarial patches across different benchmarks and recovers
up to 94% of successful patch attacks (Compared to 75%
and 65% for LGS and Jujutsu, respectively).

1. Introduction

Deep neural networks (DNNs) are vulnerable to adver-
sarial attacks [20] where an adversary adds carefully crafted
imperceptible perturbations to an input (e.g., by lp-norm
bounded noise magnitude), forcing the models to misclas-
sify. Several adversarial noise generation methods have

been proposed [4, 10], often as part of a cat and mouse
game where new defenses emerge [1, 18] only to be shown
vulnerable to new adaptive attacks. Under real-world con-
ditions, an attacker creates a physical patch (thus, spatially
constrained) that contains an adversarial pattern. Such a
patch can be placed as a sticker on traffic signs [9], worn
as part of an item of clothing [13, 21], or introduced us-
ing a display monitor [12], providing a practical approach
for attackers to carry out adversarial attacks. First proposed
by Brown et al. [3], these patches are different from tradi-
tional adversarial attacks in two primary ways: (1) they oc-
cupy a constrained space within an image; and (2) they may
not be noise budget-constrained within the patch. Several
adversarial patch generation methods have been demon-
strated [13, 14, 16, 21], many of which showcasing real-life
implementation, making them an ongoing threat to visual
ML systems.

Several approaches aiming to detect adversarial patches
and defuse their impact have been proposed [5, 11, 15, 17,
22, 24, 25]. One category of defenses attempts to locate
patches by detecting anomalies caused by the presence of
the patch. These anomalies can be identified in the input
pixel data such as in the case of Localized Gradient Smooth-
ing [17] where the patch is located using high pixel gradi-
ent values. Alternatively, they can be identified in the fea-
ture space where the adversarial patch can create irregular
saliency maps with regards to its targeted class that can be
exploited by defenses such as in Digital Watermarking [11]
and Jujutsu [5]. These defenses have two primary limita-
tions: (1) They are only moderately successful against base-
line attacks enabling recovery from many attacks (e.g., 75%
for LGS and 65% for Jujutsu); and (2) they are vulnera-
ble to adaptive attacks that generate naturalistic adversarial
patches that are meant to use patterns similar to natural im-
ages. Hu et al. [13] train a GAN to generate naturalistic
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Figure 1. Illustration on a patch attack against Yolo. Jedi surgically localizes the patch via entropy analysis and recovers the image.

patches, matching the visual properties of normal images,
and show that they are able to bypass defenses that are based
on either input or features analysis.

In this paper, we propose Jedi1, a new defense approach
that surgically localizes adversarial patches to finally recon-
struct the initial image. Compared to state of the art, Jedi
enables both more accurate detection and recovery from
patches, as well as resilience to adaptive attacks leverag-
ing two primary ideas: (1) Using entropy to improve the
identification of suspicious regions of the image: we show
that entropy can serve as an excellent discriminator of likely
patch regions. Importantly, we also show that differential
entropy analysis detects effectively even when naturalistic
adaptive attacks are applied; (2) More accurate localization
of patches using a trained auto-encoder: we show that a pri-
mary reasons behind the limited effectiveness of prior so-
lutions is their inaccurate localization of patches. We sub-
stantially improve patch localization, raising the rate of ac-
curately located patches (IoU > 0.5) to twice compared to
other related approaches. Moreover, Jedi improves the re-
covery rate while reducing by half the lost detection rate
compared to the other evaluated adversarial patch defenses.

We conduct comprehensive experiments under differ-
ent datasets and for different scenarios. Our results show
that Jedi localizes adversarial patches with high precision,
which consequently leads to an effective patch mitigation
process, restoring up to 94% of incorrect results caused by
adversarial patch attacks. More importantly, Jedi remains
efficient with up to 76% recovery rate against GAN-based
Naturalistic Patch [13], which almost completely bypasses
other defenses. Besides, we propose a new adaptive attack
that comprehensively limit entropy of the generated patch
in Section 6. We find that it is difficult to limit adversar-
ial noise entropy without losing the patch efficiency. As a
result, we believe that entropy is a strong feature to discrim-

1We use the name Jedi, because the system recognizes chaos (high en-
tropy patches) and restores peace by removing them, like the Jedis in the
Star Wars movies.

inate between adversarial patches and benign images.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

i) We propose Jedi, an entropy-based approach to defend
against adversarial patches. Jedi leverage an entropy anal-
ysis based approach for a precise patch localization, which
results in a high recovery success using inpainting. To our
knowledge, we are first to use entropy for adversarial patch
localization.
ii) We evaluate our defense in a variety of settings for both
classification and detection tasks and find that Jedi recovers
up to 94% of successful adversarial patch attacks
iii) We propose an entropy-aware adaptive attack that con-
siders entropy budget in the patch generation process. We
show that limiting patch entropy escapes detection, but re-
duces considerably the patches’ adversarial impact.
iv) For reproducible research, we open source our code
(provided in supplementary material with a demo video).

2. Preliminaries: Entropy Analysis
We provide a preliminary analysis from an information

theory perspective to investigate entropy’s discriminatory
potential between natural images and adversarial patches.
Predictability in natural images. One measure of an im-
age’s non-randomness is the level of predictability: if one
has access to parts of a given image, what is the capac-
ity to guess the missing parts. If it is composed of totally
random pixels, there is no predictability. However, natural
images have semantic long-range correlations, and hence a
high predictability is expected.
High entropy in adversarial patches. Adversarial patches
are, by definition, not natural; they are the result of solving
a constrained optimization problem. This adversarial per-
turbation is designed to be universal, which means that one
specific noise is designed to fool a model for a variety of
inputs. Moreover, the real-life settings of the threat model
considered in adversarial patches represent additional spa-
tial constraints on the adversarial noise generation. In fact,
to build a plausible real-life attack, the noise has to be lim-
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Figure 2. a) Comparison of entropy distributions of natural images
from Pascal VOC 07 and CASIA datasets and adversarial patches.
b)Evolution of patch entropy during the generation process

ited by a specific location and cannot be distributed all over
the input. Therefore, while natural images have a form of
semantic continuity, adversarial patches concentrate a high
amount of information within a restricted area, resulting in
a highly unpredictable image.

Our intuition based on this observation is that adversar-
ial patches should contain a statistically higher amount of
information, from an information theory perspective, com-
pared to any random neighborhood from a natural image
distribution. Therefore, we use Shannon’s entropy as an
indicator of adversarial patch candidates. To verify this in-
tuition, we propose a preliminary study to investigate the
statistical components of different adversarial patches gen-
erated for several models. We also observe the patch en-
tropy behavior in the adversarial noise generation process,
comparatively with the mean entropy of the corresponding
clean data distribution.

First, we propose to compare the statistical distribution
of localized entropy levels in natural images and adversar-
ial patches. The natural images used for this study come
from cropping random 50× 50 pixel areas from sample im-
ages in the datasets used for our experiments in Section 5.
As for the adversarial patches, we create a collection of ad-
versarial perturbations, as well as patches featured in other
adversarial attack papers. Similarly to natural images, we
use a sliding window to create 50× 50 pixel sub-images.

Figure 2a shows a considerable entropy distribution shift
with adversarial patches having approximately 30% higher
mean entropy than natural images, at least. This shift is sig-
nificant enough to be exploited as a metric to distinguish ad-
versarial patches from natural images. However, the diverse
environments and sparsity of natural images result in an en-
tropy distribution with a large standard deviation, which in
turn results in a slight overlap between both distributions.
Therefore, a comprehensive entropy-based discrimination
is required to avoid false positives.

To further explore the noise behavior at design time,
we study the evolution of entropy levels in the adversar-
ial patch during the patch generation process. We run the
patch generation proposed in [3] while monitoring its en-
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Figure 3. Robust Accuracy for different static entropy thresholds

tropy. The results are depicted in Figure 2b, along with:
(1) the mean and standard deviation of the entropy distri-
bution of natural images of the same size cropped from the
Pascal VOC 07 dataset, and (2) the entropy of a totally ran-
dom image representing the theoretical maximum entropy
level for this signal window. The starting point for the patch
generation process is a uniform image. With the noise ex-
ploration progress, the entropy quickly rises to exceed the
mean entropy of similar size natural images, and is close to
the theoretical maximum entropy. This suggests that effec-
tive patches trend towards higher entropy as their effective-
ness rises, with entropy values being comparable to random
noise.

3. Proposed Approach

The differential entropy analysis in Section 2 represents
the basis of Jedi to locally discriminate adversarial patches
from their surrounding natural image data. Our framework,
as illustrated in Figure 1, is based on 3 main steps:

3.1. Locating high entropy kernels

Adversarial patches are likely located in the high entropy
clusters. The first step of our approach is to identify these
clusters by building a heat map of local entropy. A slid-
ing window is applied through the image, where the local
Shannon’s entropy of the window is calculated. The result-
ing local entropy values form an entropy heat map. To keep
only high entropy kernels in the heat map, a thresholding
operation is applied.
Threshold: An appropriate threshold is key to properly
isolating the high entropy kernels that constitute potential
patch candidates. A too high threshold leads to the inabil-
ity to detect adversarial patches, while a too low threshold
results in a high false positive rate. As Figure 3 shows, the
evolution of the robust accuracy as the entropy threshold
lowers suggests that using a static threshold is not an ap-
propriate choice. In fact, uncontrolled settings such as out-
door environments have significant variation, which makes
a threshold for one image not necessarily fit for another
image. Therefore, we propose to set a dynamic entropy
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Figure 4. Detailed diagram of our Jedi adversarial patch defense

threshold defined by Equation 1:

thr = µclean + (wtolerance + wimage)σclean (1)

Where: µclean and σclean are, respectively, the mean and
standard deviation of the clean samples entropy, wtolerance

is an empirical weight to adjust the threshold according to
the risk strategy, wimage is the weight used to adjust the
threshold according to the entropy distribution of the cur-
rent image. Finding the threshold requires a knowledge of
the local entropy distributions: An entropy distribution of
known clean images obtained from the considered dataset
or application, and the entropy distribution of the current
input image, easily extracted from the heat map.
Parameter exploration: The local entropy exploration is
based on the neighborhood definition, which depends on
empirical spatial parameters such as the window size and
the padding. Therefore, we proceed to a space exploration
to select these parameters driven by maximizing the perfor-
mance, which can be found in supplementary material.

As shown in Figure 4, the outcome of this step is a heat
map that contains high entropy ”kernels” where potential
patch candidates are detected. However, this kernel detec-
tion is not sufficient for the final mask localization as it may
be incomplete and/or contain non-patch locations. Further
processing is required to refine this map into the final mask.

3.2. Patch shape reconstruction using Auto-
Encoders

The next step of building the mask to surgically localize
adversarial patches is to expand the high entropy kernels
to the full accurate shape of the patch using autoencoders
(AEs) as these architectures are adapted to data reconstruc-
tion from incomplete inputs. The high entropy kernels ob-
tained in the previous step may be incomplete or contain
false positives; there may be some overlap between adver-
sarial patch entropy values and some parts of the image with

naturally high entropy. However, natural high entropy areas
mostly correspond to edges, which results in scattered high
entropy kernels. Therefore, to improve the quality of the fi-
nal patch mask, we perform a pre-processing filtering where
we remove all scattered clusters. We explored several AEs
and chose the most effective architecture with the lowest la-
tency. We use a sparse Autoencoder (SAE), which uses reg-
ularization to enforce sparsity. The proposed AE’s hyperpa-
rameters are as follows: (i) one input layer which takes the
entropy heat map with the image size, (ii) one hidden layer
of 100 neurons, and (iii) an output layer corresponding to
the mask that identifies the patch location within the image.
We use a sparse AE with a sparsity proportion of 0.15 and
sparsity regularization of 4. To train the AE, we simulate
an attack using a subset of images where we place a patch
on the image, and extract a mask representing the patch’s
coverage; neither the images nor the patch were used other
than in training the AE. Specifically, we collect these masks
and use them as the training set of patch shapes for the AE
to learn how to refine patch localization and provide a mask.
We generated the AE training data by creating masks of
the same size as the expected input images containing the
most likely positions of adversarial patches and their poten-
tial sizes and shapes. The trained AE uses the high entropy
kernel map as an input and outputs a mask with the recon-
structed patch location.

3.3. Inpainting

The last step of Jedi aims at recovering the prediction
(detection/classification) lost due to the adversarial patch.
Therefore, Jedi overwrites the localized patch with data
sampled from the immediate neighborhood distribution us-
ing inpainting. Inpainting has been used by prior work
[5, 11, 25] to mitigate adversarial patch attacks given an ac-
curate mask. Since the goal of this step is to defuse the
patch, not to restore the exact original input, it is not re-
quired to have a pixel-perfect recovery of the original im-
age. In fact, a sampling from the same distribution is suffi-
cient for the current state-of-the-art DNN models to achieve
correct output. We use the coherence transport based in-
painting method [2]; Using the input image and the mask
obtained from the previous step, we substitute mask pixels
(starting from the boundaries and moving inwards) with a
weighted sum of the values of external pixels within a cer-
tain radius. The weights are determined using the values of
the coherence vectors in the pixel neighborhood.

4. Experimental Methodology
4.1. Evaluation metrics

We use the classical computer vision metrics (Accuracy
for classification, Average Precision for detection) to eval-
uate the effectiveness of the attacks and our proposed de-
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fense’s success in removing the patches. However, while
these metrics can show a global view of the results of the
patch attacks and defenses, they are not specific enough to
evaluate and debug the defense mechanisms. For example,
since patch detection is fundamental for an accurate recov-
ery, this needs to be evaluated separately. Moreover, the
robust accuracy alone gives a global overview but does not
allow a close examination of the defense behavior. In fact,
if a given defense results in partially degrading the baseline
accuracy and overall recovering, it is important to evaluate
more precisely the impact. Therefore, we propose to addi-
tionally consider the following set of metrics for a detailed
analysis of the defense:
i) Patch Detection Rate: It represents the percentage of
applied patches that have been detected by the defense with
an Intersection-over-union value that exceeds 0.5. This met-
ric enables a precise evaluation of the localization perfor-
mance of a given defense.
ii) Recovery Rate: The recovery rate represents the per-
centage of outputs restored by the defense, relative to the
number of successful attacks. It models precisely the intrin-
sic positive impact of the defense.
iii) Lost Prediction Rate: This metric models the perfor-
mance degradation caused by the defense. It represents the
percentage of negatively affected correct predictions nor-
malized to the set where the patch initially failed.

4.2. Experimental setup

Benchmarks: We evaluate Jedi in a variety of environ-
ments commonly used in computer vision:
- Classification tasks: We use ImageNet [7] for the large
amount and variety of classes it contains. We also use Pas-
cal Dataset [8] for the variety of entropy conditions: from
very low background entropy (example: clear sky) to very
high (urban environments and forests).
- Detection tasks: for the two detection tasks, we use IN-
RIA dataset [6] to test attacks in an outdoor high entropy un-
controlled environment, and CASIA datasets [26] to test de-
tection in an indoor controlled environment. Other bench-
marks could be found in the supplementary material.
Adversarial Patches: In this evaluation, we use four state-
of-the-art adversarial patches: Adversarial Patch [3] and
LAVAN [14] are used against the classification tasks. And
the YOLO adversarial patch [21] and the Naturalistic Patch
proposed [13] are chosen to attack the detection tasks.
Experiments: For a comprehensive evaluation, we chose
combinations (model/dataset) where the generated patches
were damaging, which corresponds to a stronger attacker.
This corresponds to ImageNet with [3], using ResNet50,
Pascal VOC 07 with [3], using Resnet50, CASIA with [21],
using YOLO and INRIA with [21]. Other combinations are
available in the supplementary material.
Comparison to the state-of-the-art: We compare Jedi

Table 1. Patch localization performance

Dataset Jedi (ours) LGS Jujutsu

Imagenet + [14] 87.20% 44.50% 10.85%
Pascal VOC 07 + [3] 90.71% 34.30% 19.22%
CASIA + [21] 93.49% 57.25% N/A
INRIA + [13] 38.80% 73,11% N/A
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Figure 5. Comparison of detailed histograms of patch localization
performance

against LGS [17] and Jujutsu [5] in all of the experiments
we describe earlier. We also for the sake of illustration
compare with 3 certified defenses, namely, Derandomized
Smoothing [15], Smoothed ViT [19] and Patchguard [22].

5. Results
Patch localization performance – First, we focus on
the patch localization performance; we measure the
Intersection-over-Union (IoU) of the mask produced by
Jedi, LGS and Jujutsu compared to the ground truth patch
location and report the results in Table 1. For a comprehen-
sive qualitative study of the patch localization, we provide
the comparative distribution of the IoU in Figure 5, which
depicts the occurrence of IoU scores in bins of 0.1 width.
The two rows of the figure show the two sample experi-
ments considered for this qualitative study , on Imagenet
and Pascal VOC 07, while the columns compare three patch
mitigation methods: Jedi (ours, left), LGS ( [17],center) and
Jujutsu ( [5], right).

An efficient patch localization process is characterized
by a maximum coverage of the patch pixels and minimum
false positive pixels, leading to high IoU values. There-
fore, the IoU distribution of an efficient patch localization
method skew towards high IoU. As shown in Figure 5, Jedi
has the highest shift to the right in the IoU distribution with
more than 80% of IoUs are higher than 0.7, while less than
10% of the two related defenses have IoUs in this range.
End to end results – In Table 2, we report the Clean Ac-
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Table 2. Clean, Adversarial and Robust accuracy of Jedi in classi-
fication benchmarks

Dataset
Clean
Accuracy

Adversarial
Accuracy

Robust
Accuracy

Imagenet 74.10% 39.26% 64.34%
Pascal VOC 07 72.17% 26.94% 66.40%

Table 3. Clean, Adversarial and Robust accuracy of Jedi in detec-
tion benchmarks

Dataset
Clean Avg
Precision

Adversarial Avg
Precision

Robust Avg
Precision

CASIA 91.47% 39.60% 88.21%
INRIA 53.22% 12.17% 28.03%
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Figure 6. Comparison of Jedi’s performance compared to other
state of the art methods for classification tasks

curacy of the model prior to adding the adversarial attack,
Adversarial Accuracy of the undefended model against the
adversarial patch, and Robust Accuracy of the model after
applying Jedi in the classification tasks. Similarly, we re-
port Clean Average Precision, Adversarial Average Preci-
sion and Robust Average Precision for the detection tasks
in Table 3. In Figure 6, we report the Recovery Rate, Lost
Predictions and Accuracy for Jedi for each of the adversarial
datasets for the classification tasks, and compare the results
to LGS and Jujutsu, while Figure 7 depicts the comparative
results in the detection tasks. Results show that Jedi outper-
forms related defenses for all metrics: Jedi restores most in-
correct detections caused by adversarial patches while caus-
ing the lowest lost predictions. Further evaluation using dif-
ferent patch sizes is available in Section 6 of the supplemen-
tary material.

We also evaluate certified defenses on Imagenet dataset,
using [3] and Resnet-50, the baseline results using an unpro-
tected model are Clean Accuracy of 74.10%, the Patch Suc-
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Table 4. Performance of certified defenses on the Imagenet dataset

Defense Jedi [15] [22] [19]

Robust Accuracy 64.34% 35.02% 30.96% 40.38%
Recovery Rate 66.95% 27.65% 28.07% 36.34%
Lost Predictions 2.77% 52.56% 51.55% 33.54%

cess rate is 49.02% and an Adversarial Accuracy of 39.26%.
While a direct comparison is unfair, we wish to quantify
the cost of ensuring provable robust defense on overall per-
formance. As expected, their performance was lower than
the empirical defenses, as shown in Table 4. These results
show that while certified adversarial patch defenses offer
provable robustness, their empirical utility is limited. These
issues are more evident when the input images are larger or
contain more aggressive attacks (such as bigger patches).

6. Adaptive Attacks
Empirical defenses against adversarial attacks have been

shown vulnerable to adaptive attacks, where an attacker is
aware of the defense and its parameters (i.e. a white box
scenario). The adversary creates an adversarial patch that
exploits specific weakness in the defense to bypass it. In
this section, we investigate the robustness of Jedi to 2 adap-
tive attacks: (i) the first is a GAN-based naturalistic patch
generation method, (ii) and the second is an entropy-aware
adaptive attack that we propose.

6.1. Naturalistic Patch

A recent adversarial patch generation method that might
be adaptive to our defense is the Naturalistic Patch [13]. We
investigate the effectiveness of this attack since it generates
stealthy adversarial patches that mimic real objects to avoid
visual suspicion and therefore has the potential to evade de-
tection. Samples of the naturalistic patch generated for our
experiments are shown in Figure 8.
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(a) CASIA dataset (b) INRIA dataset

Figure 8. Samples of the naturalistic patches
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Figure 9. Comparison of Jedi’s performance against the naturalis-
tic patch

The assumption is that these naturalistic patches are out-
liers to our initial observation in terms of entropy distribu-
tion (Section 2). Therefore, one can expect these patches to
evade our defense. We evaluate Jedi against the naturalistic
patches and we summarize the results in Figure 9. Please
note that we found that the naturalistic patch wasn’t effi-
cient in classification tasks (patch success rate didn’t exceed
8%). For this reason, we show only detection benchmarks
results. Surprisingly, the results indicate that Jedi is able to
detect and mitigate the naturalistic patches with similar per-
formance to regular patches, while LGS efficiency is con-
siderably impacted by the Naturalistic Patch. The takeaway
from this experiment is that adversarial patches, perhaps in-
herently, require high entropy even if they look naturalistic.
In the following, we further investigate this hypothesis by
generating an entropy-bounded adversarial patch.

6.2. Low-entropy adaptive patch

To create a patch that bypasses our defense, it should
contain a low entropy by-design. Therefore, we propose
an adversarial patch generation method with an objective to
limit the patch entropy. However, since Shannon’s entropy
is not derivable we define a constraint on entropy instead of
integrating it in the loss function. Specifically, we formulate
the problem as a constrained optimization; Our objective is
to fool a victim model C(.) on almost all the input samples
from a distribution µ in Rd given an entropy budget ε. This
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Figure 10. Entropy evolution during the adaptive patch generation

problem can be expressed as finding δ such that:

C(x+A(δ, k)) ̸= C(x), for most x ∼ µ

s.t.H(δ) ≤ ε
(2)

Where δ is the adversarial patch, which entropy is con-
trolled by ε, A(.) is a function that applies a patch δ in a
given location k within an input sample x.

The patch generation approach is shown in Algorithm 1;
To enforce the entropy constraint, we need to project the
noise δ back to the entropy-limited space. Therefore, we
add a parallel process that halts the patch generation every
n iterations to check whether the patch satisfies the entropy
constraint. If not, a local search for entropy reduction is
run to project the patch in the acceptable solutions space.
This step is based on Variable Neighborhood Search, where
for each iteration of entropy reduction, a search is initiated
to find the best neighboring patch by replacing pixels of a
certain color value by the closest (euclidean distance in the
RGB space) color that already exists in the image. This
step reduces the number of colors in the image, which in
turn reduces the entropy. The selected neighbor is the patch
that keeps the highest attack success rate. This process is
repeated until patch entropy is below the budget, then the
patch generation process resumes. Using this process, we
attempt to create a patch that bypasses our defense on Pascal
VOC 07 classification task. The results are shown in Fig-
ure 11 for patches with different entropy budgets, as well
as a regular patch for reference. Figure 11 shows that the
patches with a lower entropy limit can partially bypass Jedi,
with lower patch detection rates and recovery rates. How-
ever, the low entropy patch has lost nearly all of its capabil-
ities: The attack success rate drops from 64% down to only
8%. The source code as well as illustrations of the entropy
limit’s impact on the generated patches are available in the
supplementary materials.
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Algorithm 1 Low entropy patch generation algorithm

1: Input: nepochs: number of training epochs ,Itrain
Training image set,params: Patch generation param-
eters, checkFreq: Frequency of entropy checks , ε:
entropy limit

2: Output: Low entropy adversarial patch
3: for e ∈ [1, nepochs] do
4: for im ∈ Itrain do
5: δ = PatchTraining(params)
6: if it%checkFreq == 0 then
7: /*Repeat each checkFreq iterations*/
8: patchEntropy←− Entropy(δ)
9: while patchEntropy > ε do

10: /*Target n random colors in the image
for entropy reduction*/

11: colorList←− random(0,255,n)
12: δ←− reduceEntropy(δ,colorList)
13: end while
14: patchEntropy←− entropy(δ)
15: end if
16: end for
17: end for
18:
19: function reduceEntropy(δ, colorList)
20: /*Find best patch among random color removal tries*/
21: for c ∈ colorList do
22: /*Remove the targeted color and replace it with the

most similar color found in the image*/
23: nearestColor←− findNearestColor(c)
24: newPatch[c]←− replaceColor(δ, c, nearestColor)
25: newPatchASR[c]←− testSuccessRate(newPatch[c])
26: end for
27: /*Keep the best performing patch */
28: bestPatch←− argmax(newPatchASR)
29: return bestPatch
30: end function
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Figure 11. Performance of low entropy adaptive patches with com-
parison to a regular patch

7. Discussion and Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we present Jedi, a new defense against ad-
versarial patches that is model agnostic, and robust against
naturalistic patches. To our knowledge, this work is first to

leverage a differential entropy analysis to detect adversar-
ial patches. For a surgical localization, the entropy explo-
ration outcome is fed to an AE which generates patches that
are then overwritten by surrounding distribution through an
inpainting. Jedi accurately localizes 85.3%-93.5% of adver-
sarial patches across different datasets/attacks. Our quali-
tative analysis shows that the majority of detected patches
have high IoUs. This confirms that entropy distribution is a
reliable metric to separate adversarial patches from benign
images. Given the efficient patch localization, the end-to-
end post-inpainting results show accuracy/average precision
restored up to their clean level. Across several benchmarks,
Jedi recovers 67.0%-94.4% of the originally correct detec-
tions, with a low lost predictions compared to related work.

Comparison with certified defenses. To compare with cer-
tified defenses, we tested Patch Cleanser [23] comparatively
to Jedi. For Imagenet benchmark with Resnet50, Patch
Cleanser with 2x2 mask grid achieved 56.97% non certified
robust accuracy, compared to 64.36% for Jedi. The certified
accuracy for this benchmark is 4.87%. For this setting Jedi
offers higher robustness under comparable time per frame.
For a 6x6 mask grid, Patch Cleanser achieves 64.00% ro-
bust accuracy, but consumes ∼ 10× more time than Jedi.

Adaptive attacks. We tested Jedi against an attack that uses
GANs to generate naturalistic patches [13], which a priori
seemed adaptive to our defense since it is based on dis-
tinguishing distribution of natural images from adversarial
noise distribution. Interestingly, Jedi shows high robustness
even against this attack. To further evaluate the vulnerabil-
ity against potential adaptive attacks, we attempted to ex-
ploit what seems to be a weak spot for an adversary; A low
entropy patch might go undetected by our defense. Our ex-
periments show that to generate a Jedi-undetectable patch,
the adversary has to sacrifice the attack efficiency, render-
ing the adaptive patch useless from an attacker perspective.
On the other hand, rising the entropy budget increases the
patch efficiency but accordingly makes it within Jedi detec-
tion capacity.

Limits. We believe that these adaptive attacks corroborate
our initial intuition that adversarial patches might inher-
ently require high entropy due to the information theoret-
ical necessity of embedding too much information in a lim-
ited ”channel”. While this is based on empirical analysis,
we believe that further analysis from information theoreti-
cal perspective is required to prove these findings.
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